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yCarry On !h

N the days of our youth, when our knowledge plans for another orgy of mutual destruction, 
of the principles of the revolutionary movement while allies to be the combatants. Over all looms
was

erst- more attention to the dissemination of the funda-

«9 mentals of the Socialist propaganda necessary to the 
overwhelmed and swept along by a rushing the workers’ republic of Russia, a black cloud of production of intelligent revolutionists against the 

tide of enthusiasm, we were wont to remark, with menace to capitalism, an inspiration to its victims, existing order? Preoccupation with great world 
due emphasis, previous to every election, that “some- Class rule and institutions have reached their events seems to have induced us, unconsciously and 
thing was going to drop. By that we meant that zenith and society has entered upon a period of flux, unintentionally, to neglect those fundamentals but 
at last the workers were going to rally to the stand- a process of ejecting the dross and retaining the if our movement is to gain strength and momentum 
ard of revolutionary Socialism in vast numbers, and good for incorporating into the new social organi- it is essential that such knowledge be widely dif- 
the solid “plunk * of their massed votes was going zation to come

-

As in all transitional periods, the fused. Probably 50% of the workers of Canada hav- 
to bear evidence of the efforts we had been putting mental attitude Of the mass reflects the confusion their sympathies enlisted w.th the Russian revolu- 
forth to dispel class ignorance. We were going to and uncertainty of world conditions. The political tion, and this sentiment is being exploited to the 
witness a manifestation ot an immense improvement structure of international capitalism, with its well- limit bv sensational speakers of different orgam 
m.the class-consciousness of our fellow-slaves. The defined national boundaries, and alliances with their nations, but it is apparent that there is more enthns- 
jenn of work in distributing literature, holding distinctive policies, which had endured from the in- iasm and sympathy animating them than knowh 
meetings, arguing on the job-in short, the cease- option of the Anglo-French entente, provided the edge of their class position in capitalist society 
less activity carried on by our little bunch of kin- ordinary man with established points of reference Comparatively few can give an intelligent 
dred spirits was bound to have its effect. All that with the aid of which he eoud get an idea of ’’where for the fact th they are forced to offer thei labor 
work and utilisation of spare time (we did not call he was at “‘when international affairs attracted his power on the arket as a commodity and et an 
it “sacrifice’’) was bound to show results. Buoyed attentiou, as lights along the coast enable the mari- understanding of that single fact is the first letter 
up by these enthumastic hopes we would joyously „er to fix his position--without, of course, any- in the alphabet of a slave’s education They are a 
sally forth from headquarters with our literature thing approaching the same degree of exactness. long way from grasping the fact that government 
and soapbox, amt after politely allowing the Sal- They appeared to be the naturally established order is an institution which exists for the purpose of 
vation Army to gathqr our crowd for us, would pro- of things and engendered habits of thought in perpetuating the exploitation of their class, and that 
ceed to put insome more licks for Üjç revolution, keeping with their appearance. The war and the all attempts to reform the present system in such a

-----The fact tha#*<6e ««tinted solid “plunk" lande/k, treaty of Versailles, with the endless conferences manner as to benefit their class are useless and a
on the other side of the fence, witnessing to the succeeding it, have changed all that The old land- waste of time. Some Socialists have been carried 
desire of the vast majority of slaves for more wage- marks have disappeared. National boundaries have away in contemplating the evidence of enthusiasm 
slavery, did not dishearten us for long, although been changed again and again, old policies have for Russia and have jumped to the conclusion that 
some of us would get downhearted. The joy of the, been discarded and new ones announced, to be dis- the workers of Canada have in some mysterious 
scrap ya sufficient recompense for most of us and carded in their turn, antagonisms have flared up be- manner become class-conscious revolutionists and 
the sense of humor possessed by others enabled us (ween the national groups of capitalist interests that all that remains to be done is to “organize them 
to bear up under our disappointment. The resili- which had but recently sworn eternal friendship and for the revolution,” while the actual situation is 
ency of spirits which is the priceless possession of amity, and in all countries the spectre of revolution that they are like a ship drifting without a rudder 
youth would n<H allow any moping, and after a brief rears its head. Everything is unstable and shifting, fair game for every sensational windjammer équipé

changing with kaleidoscopic swiftness almost from ped with a mouthful of revolutionary phrases and 
however, relieving our feelings by tolling the horny- day to day, affording all the symptoms of a period destined to he piled on the rocks of disaster’in a 
headed sons of toil exactly what we thought of their of social evolution approaching its revolutionary crisis, as the result of their ignorance of social forces 
intelligence. Th? revolution was still “jnst around climax. Previously accepted codes of morals and and the manner of their operation, 
the corner,” and with a little more work and a few ethics influencing human intercourse are losing their Our task is still one of education and there

validity. Fortune telling, crystal gazing, spiritual- multitudes of our class who have still to be intro-
ism, table-turning, all the paraphernalia of the char- dneed to the kindergarten stage So long as it re- 

Mueh water has passed under the bridge since latans of the occult is in the field to supply (for a mains in that condition it is a source of weakness
then. Ebullient enthusiasm has disappeared in face" P^ce) the demand for mental “points of bearing” to us and strength to the enemy With all the din

. of an increasing knowledge of the implacable facts which material conditions fail to provide. And
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respite we would grin and “carry on” as before,
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X-arcmore converts we would soon get there.

->II“Them were the daysl”

"-•Si

and confusion created by the “revolutionists in a 
and forces operating in the social organism. The aJ1 an“ through all, forcing its way into the secret hurry” in the ranks of the working class movement 
multifarious channels by which capitalism is able council chambers of the rulers and influencing their the task is harder now than ever it was but for th<* 
t° divert the mind of the slave from dwelling upon policies, permeating all the complex ramifications same reason it is all the more urgent It is not su 
the wh^'yjd wherefor of his unhappy lot are still of capitalist society, is the note of the class struggle, gested that the interpretation of current^worfd 
functioning efficiently—not, perhaps, without more gammg in strength and bitterness in spite of all at- events should be abandoned, but that it should be 
care and attention than in the past, but still they are tempts to smother it--and that is where we, as balanced by-an equally efficient and persistent ex- 
functioning. Capitalism has been “carrying on” Socialists, come in. position of the fundamentals of Socialist teaching,
also—concentrating and expanding, bringing more The tremendous events that have taken place in In this line of education lies the obligation and op^ 
and jnore populations under its swayr concentrating the last seven years have undoubtedly called for portunity of those comrades who do not feel

over

F
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the socially created wealth into the hands of a few and received from the revolutionists of Canada the Petent to address a public meeting in an analysis of 
whose power over the multitudes increases as their interpretation and explanation necessary. The ma- international affairs from the Marxian viewpoint 
numbers decrease, swelling the mass of propertyless terialist interpretation of history is the key that in- but who have the knowledge and ability to show 
wageworkers and making the struggle for existence fallibly unlocks the door and provides the solution, *heir fellow-slaves how and where they are exploit- 
ot all those subjects to its exploitation an ever-in- Jn conjunction with the knowledge of the law of sur- e(I an<I can give intelligent and "correct summaries
creasing problem. A world war generated by the plus value and of the principles of the class struggle tbe materialistic interpretation of history, the law
contradictions contained within the system of pro- it provides an unfailing compass and guide through value and the class struggle,
duetion itself has strained the structure of capital- what is to others an inexplicable and bewildering The season for open-air meetings has arrived and
ism beyond repair, so that he who runs may read. ” maze of confusion. Nevertheless, he would be an the voice* of the soap boxer is heard in the land.

.Tr."^.0 ’*'be fi88ure* and rents are beyond concealment, as is optimistic comrade who would maintain that re- Speakers drawn from the ranks of the workers them- 
also the futility of the efforts of the capitalist suits commensurate with the efforts that have been selves (and the S. P. of C. has no others) intimately 
statesmen and diplomatists at reconstruction. The put forth are to be seen in an appreciable increase acquainted with the manner of life and thought of 
war that was to be the last has but uncovered fresh of class consciousness amongst those we have been their fellow slaves, and equipped with the necessary 
causes of war, and the victors are even now laying striving to reach. Is it not in order mow to pay (Continued on page 3) '
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there came a sort of stability. What a miraculous 
time it all was- What a world .we live in, to be sure!

fc-■ PAGE TWO WESTERN CLARION| .
W- mThe Origin of the World Si.r* Next Lesson:

THE SOLIDIFICATION OF THE ELEMENTS. .r By R. McMillan,
„M

5 ■PRECAUTIONARY.IN THE DAYS WHEN THE WORLD WAS YOUNG the bum'ng of 16,436 millions of millions of tons of 
Let us sit down and think how far we have gone tjie best anthracite coal.” So you see my statements 

We have now reached the point at which we have »

HAT the capitalists are keenly sensitive to 
the revolutionary possibilities of the tense 
situation prevailing, in their present relation* 

to labor and the p recants nary measures they are 
adopting, is indicated by the order just issued for

Tare very mild compared with those of a great 
central fire, all blazing and flaming, a mass of fier} scholar. The earth, then, when it was of the same 
gas in a state of white hot combustion, so big, so fiery nature as the sun, gave off enormous heat, and 
wide, so vast, so terrible, that you can scarcely con- so did the moon. But the moon, being very much 
ceive it. Millions of miles away from that central smaller than the earth, came earlier to the time tke redistribution of the regular army of the United 
mass there are tiny masses of solid, gaseous matter. States in what is called the interests of “economy”when life and vegetation were possible on her l’ttlc 

sphere, and I.expect that “once upon a time” there 
was life on the moon. There may have even been

and “efficiency.”It sounds absurd to talk about “solid, gaseous 
things ; but we may just as well leave it at that, for 
all the words that I use belong to the days of our

In commenting on the order the Rochester 
“Times Union” (May 11th) says: “Practicallymen and women, as we are ; but I hardly think so.

childish ignorance, when we thought that the sun However, you are free to excercise your fancy as the entire army is needed to prepare and conduct 
“rose” and “set,” and the stars were “up,” and to the nature of the inhabitants of the moon. All I t,le citizen’s training camps this summer.” But the 
the bad place was “down.’ But I must use words know is that there was probably a great deal of “Times Union” is too discreet to tell us why there 
that all of us understand, and the best I can do is to volcanic activity in the moon at one time, but it >s such great necessity for the military training of 
ssk you to try and remember the sense in which I ,]jed out. You can see the dead craters of the vol- 80 numerous a body of citizens, in these piping tunes ■pil-U

canoes if you look at the moon through a telescope. of peace, as to involve the services of the whole 
All things die—men and women, worlds and suns
and systems. Nothing endures. What a wonderful, class) comprises the citizens.

use the words. I used to think that words were real, 
and explained the things they were attached to ; but 
they do not. Words do not explain anything. All

army for their training, nor does it explain what

the explanations must reach your brain, and some- wonderful thought! Even the world dies, and the 
times a look will explain more than a volume of

The drive for the open shop, conducted with all
sun, and the vast constellations, and all things pass the brutality of which the capitalists are capable, is 
away ; and as the poet says :—words. alienating the labor groups which have previously

We have got to a central fiery mass, which we 
■will call the sun ; and around it are circling small 
fiery masses, at different distances. The third ift 
order from the sun we call the earth. But when

supported the capitalists in their wars, especially in 
their war on the unskilled workers; it has precipi
tated a condition of guerilla warfare in various parts 
of the country. That the contagion will spread to 
such proportions as to need armed suppression and 
that they have become fearful that the slaves 
not be depended upon to do their masters bidding 
is tine reason for the elaborate preparations for the 
training of the citizen’s army, to be used in 
their program meets with open rebellion. The ex
ample of Russia has put the fear of the proletariat 
in their hearts, and they are concentrating all their 
forces for the fray, in preserving their law and their 
order.

We are part
Of every rock and bird and beast and hill, 
One with the thhigs that prey on us, and one 

with what we kill.
I

the yorlds were very young there may have been 
more than there are now. 1 do not know, and if 
anybody contradicts this he will have to prove his

When the moon had dried up, and air, and water 
and life and sound had all disappeared, the earth 
mass was also cooling down, under the same laws

can

case. You may take mv word for it that there are
say, eight worlds moving round the sun. The that make -vour tea and dinner grow cool. The

fiery gases were entering into new combinat^ns as
now, case
nearest to the sun is Mercury, and the next is Verms, 
and the third is this world, the earth. And that is they cooled, and-most important of all—the oxygen

and hydrogen combined and formed water. As Ihow it originated, as far as 1 know. But that is
\told you before, water is composed of two gases,not all you want to know. You want to know how 

the grass and trees and rivers and beast» and people bnd these two gases abounded in the flaming earth 
originated. That is to say, how did the world come, mass, so that when (he opportunity came to com

bine they did so, and fell on the red hot crust, his- And their precautions do not rely entirely on the 
military aspects of the situation. They are making 
strenuous efforts to relieve the poverty which their 
system engenders by socializing the dispensation of 
charity by means of Community Charts, and are 
making drives for funds, expecting to kill two birds 
with one stone i e., to dull the keen edge of that 
poverty sufficiently to remove it as a danger, and 
at the same time impress the workers with the lov
ing kindness of their masters by permitting them
selves to be further exploited. That the thumb- 
screwing process of economic pressure placed on the 
workers to make them cough np a stated amount 
of their

from a mass of flaming gaa, to be the lovely cool 
(sometimes) place that we live in now! You want 8‘nK and roaring and filling the atmosphere with

steam. The red-hot earth drank up the newly- form-to know all that, and I want to tell you.
ed water, and new water formed and was absorber.This world, with its attendant moon, went oh 

circling round the sun for ages, growing gradually again ; and sr. it went on through the long, long ages.
The laws that governed matter were the samecooler; but it did not appear to go any slower, as

things doing after a time. If you stir then a« n°w- for the weight of hydrogen was 2.
and that combines with a weight of oxygen equal

we see some
the tea in your cup, you will see it goes as fast as

you wish it almost ; but as soon as you stop t0 16, t0 form » watery vapour equal to 18. Those 
stirring it the speed begins to go out of it, and very laws never valT, neither in time nor in space. The 

the tea appears to he as still as a green, meadow uniformity of law never fa'ls. In Neptune, the
farthest-off brother world of oars, 3,000 million

ever

soon
solid mountain. Why did it stop? Simply be 

of the friction of the tea against the cup and miles from the earth, the same laws prevail. In the
or a
cause
against the air. I must try and tell yon about the remotest star, billions and billions of miles from ua, 
air later on; but in the meantime you may take it the same laws operate without the sl'ghtest devia- 
that the friction against the enp tends to bring the tion. The law is the only enduring thing, 
whirling tea to a standstill.

meagre wages will result in the lowering 
of the standard of living of those workers does not 
disturb the smugness and hypoeracy of the capital
ist8- All they are able to see is that the methods 
previously used in the Liberty Bond and War Chest 
drives were successful, but what the reflex in the

. , , , minds of the workers in the way of working class
at the rate that was first imposed upon them, until peratnre, and a solid crust at last formed on the education has been they have 
another force interferes with them. There is no world. But the inside was as hot as ever. The in-

■l

The earth mass cooled slowly through the ages, 
The law of the universe is that all bodies moving and the gases entered into ever new combinations, 

through space will go on and on in a straight line, and solids were formed by the lowering of the tem-
no comprehension.

. . .» . , Bnt thst working class education ha* made and
cup to interfere with the motion; there is no air to side was a blazing, burning, fiery mass, and when it i8 making progress is revealed by the action of the
stop them. There is nothing that we know of in burst through the crust, witir a wild volcanic roar, bankers of the United States in establishing courais, 
space to stop a flying body. The sun drove tht it covered all the land with lava—which is another 0f “understanding,” to be conducted by radioTbjBfc1 4l 
earth out, and the pull of gravitation held it back; name for melted rock. The volcanic activities of speeches, in schools, teachers’ institutes, labor meet- 
and the combination of the two forces kept the the earth must have been terrific, and the rush and ingfl and conventions, and farmers’ institutes. This 
world from going round in ar c'rcle, where it must roar of the boiling floods must have moulded the 
keep going until some other power stops it. As I plastic earth into all sorts of weird shapes, 
told you, it is slowing down ; but it would take mil-

/

program was given out by Pohn H. Puelicher, vice- 
president of the American Bankers’ Association, m 
a speech before the Maryland Bankers’ Associa- • 

ever more tion at Atlantic City, N. J., May 17, 1922.
, He said: “The banker has the practical knowl-

worid kept going at. the same rate, the gas utterly impossible. Yet, when the world cooled suffi- edge of fundamental economics which make for 
would he getting colder all the time, and giving icently to allow of warm, quiet seas, there must stability of life. He can bring to his people the ec-
off its heat just as a log fire does in the bush. Fire have been new chemical combinations, forming jel- onomic intelligence which will make them vigilant
is just the same everywhere, it is combustion That lies, and weird, quivering, shapeless, un-nameable and give them nfleans of detecting economic
is all. No mofe, no less. But the sun is a flaming things, which had only the promise of life in them.

Still, all the time it was growing more solid, it 
lions of years before any great change would be was cooling, and condensing,and growing 
noticed. But gas cools ! Even ’f the mass of the stable. But life as we know it must then have been

-

b wrong.
........................................................................................ He deals with fundamental elements, knowledge of
fire of blazing gas. giving out a fearful heat ; and if When the boiling floods swept over the seas and the which dispels the paradoxes in the radical mind
you were asked how much heat the sun gives out in lands they must all have disappeared again, only and builds strong characters and successful
a day, some mathematician would be able to give to recommence at a new opportunity. And how That the class struggle, consciously and uncon-^ 
you the answer. long did this go on! Ah, who can say! Words fail ciouslv, is being accentuated is evidenced by thJlP**

t° tell ; years fail to measure. The human mind fal- strengthening of the defences of 
em Thought, gives you one answer -which is inter- ters before the problem. For long ages the crust underestimate them is foolish
esting. He says: “The sun in each second of time of the earth was solidifying, till there must have demolition is wisdom,
parts with as muA heat as would be given ont by been at least twentyt-ftve miles of earth-crust, and

Samuel Laing, in his Modern Sc'ence and Mod- onr enemy. To 
; to prepare for their

KATHERINE SMITH.
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Current Topics : the European Tanglemwi-S*

m.
4"

* ARTICLE HI. BY ROBERT KIRK. i

N’DER this caption in a previous issue of the of former wars which put them there. Moreover, 
‘ • Clarionu4; schemes for the exploitation of her newly-acquired 

possessions, but also in the near East, where French 
supplies have reinforced the troops of Turkish na-> 
tionalists against the imperial troops of Greece. The 
latter have been assisted by British imperialists who 
figured :

,r we traced the disastrous effects the Empire Emigration Bill, which has just passed 
of reparation coal upon the British coal indus- through the British House of Commons, is an indie- 

try. And it left us in a 1 airly safe position to as- atiou of this decline in Hritish industries. It is not

-

y■

suine the existence of a deadly rivalry persisting be- the agricultural element of the workers in Britain 
tween merchants who are compelled to exchange who are leaving their homeland, but the slaves of 
goods, more or less alike in character, in the same 
markets. Innocent us this assumption will appear,

the machine. Tims one might be tempted to pre
dict a return from an agricultural community to a™ 

it leads us straightway to the facts that are driving agricultural community in five centuries, from the 
apart the coalition forces in British politics into two- 16th to the 20th. But this is a digression, 
opposing camps, on this question of German repara
tions. One party, representing the manufacturers,

"That a restored Russia with any new disposition of 
Constantinople and the Bosphorous would make a 
greater Greece controlled by England vital to British 
predominance in the eastern Mediterranean, the route 
to India."The plot thickens. France, because of a wide dis

similarity in the character of her industrial output 
is in no wise inconvenienced by any quantity of re
parations she can exact from Germany. Still more

are anxious to use Russia as a dumping ground for 
these goods—or, failing this, to abrogate that part 
of the “peace treaty” relating to idemnities. For 
they now Know that any payments in kind that Ger
many is forced to make for “allied” countries are, 
with few exceptions, the very things that are manu
factured in Britain. While the low cost of produc
tion makes such German goods not only detrimental 
to prices and labor conditions in Britain, but also in 
tb-e export, markets where they arc exchanged. F.y 
so using Russia, who will need, for years to come, 
many kinds of commodities in great quantities, these 
representatives think to remove the pressure of Ger
man competition from British industries and, at th° 
same time, relieve the glutted condition of the mar
kets already filled with reparation goods.

Which suggests to a careful observer that tiie
nteliigence Department of the British State, upon 

to the point, she will insist on Germany paying to whose information foreign polices are often founded, 
the last centime for damages to French property 
through war, if she, in turn, is compelled to pay pets of the capitalists class who arc posing as states- 
her debts to America and Britain. And this pot of

i

is just as incompetent to judge of facts as the pup-

men today.
hell-broth is kept simmering by America and Britain 
insisting on this payment : the former, positively, in Franco-German situation is a quesuun oi now me- 
thirty years : the other in that shilly-shally, com
promising fashion, characteristic of British capi
talists. A fact \x liieh serves the petit dame with an 
excellent excuse for blocking the British Govern
ment's attempt to compromise the French-German 
situation. This .brings us to the French factors in 
our fascinating ( !), hut dry-as-dust subject for read

me cinei oustacie which obtrudes itself in this

German shall restore me devasied lanus and Dunn

ings oi Trance, 

carry out tins work with German lauor and inaier- 

l>ui mis. under capitalism, is an outrageous 

proposition, preventing, as it does, the participa

tion oi b rench contractors sharing in me prunes 

iMiicu \\ ouid toilow a great building boom, as well 

as preventing many skilled crattsmen m France

Germany, in lbzu, proposed tot

iais.t
t-I
\

! e rs.

"While the other party, representing a powerfull In France, since 11)20, there has been no unem- mini sharing m a job. Instead, the Frenc-n capitai- 
group of financiers, and vested interests in foreign ploy ment to worry the taxpayers, at any rate, not ists propose that these claims shall be met witn gold 
countries, "with the resulting conflict of interests be- m the same degree that this problem has affected cash payments. This would allow mem to procure

other countries. This has not been due to any un- cheap, German material and finishings for such a\ tween domestic and foreign affairs, these politicians 
can formulate no clear-cut policy which would lead 
to ‘‘peace." ’

But my intention is not to deal with scum seren
ely floating on the surface of stewing beef. It may 
be skimmed off presently. Instead, 1 want to call 
the reader’s attention to a speech made by Reginald 
McKenna, former chancellor of the British Excheq- 

- tier, on the eve of a by-election at Leeds, Eng., lately. 
It is evidence which supports the British manufac
turers’ position. He said:

usual demand for French products, but to the pres- project ; and the difference in exchange rates be- 

enee of about 600,000 troops (1021 figures) in the tween France and Germany would leave the French 
occupied areas of Germany. They are on the pay- contractor with a wide margin of profits, much 
roll of the German government. Otherwise they wider than it would be were they to use French
would be unemployed French workers. It might be materials at present costs. In fact they could use 
as well here to mention a fact not without some im- this gold as a lever to bring down prices, wholesale, 
portance in national economies. French silks, wines, in France, 
and woollen goods are more often in demand than, 
say, English beeii or cotton goods. The former are 
for the consumption of the rich, highly-esteemed 
demi mondes and ape like parvenus of capitalist effects of the Versailles Treaty upon German in- 
society, whose more or less assured incomes and dustries. 
extensive credit accounts will allow them to indulge 
their capacious appetites for such goods under any 
circumstances. While only in the more prosperous 
times—war times—can the British working class, 
as a whole, afford themself es such necessities as beer 
and .cotton goods. But T. am getting too far away 
from the subject, and the Editor will come down 
on me with a mighty hand.

An explanation of this is necessary, but, for ob
vious reasons it must be carried over into the next 
issue of the “Clarion , « hen we will deal with the a

I
For my pert, I think the paradox is capable of a single 

explanation. It is not the payment ot the German goods 
which constitutes a menace to our trade, but the German 
capacity to pay us. We force labor condition® on the Ger
man people which enables them in competition with us 
to produce goods of-every kind cheaper than we can. They 
must do this In order to paiy their debts, and we Insist 
upon the payment of the debt under threats of the oc
cupation of their territory and a blocade. Thus we com
pel them to undersell us in every foreign market. We 
shall receive, it is true, our share of the German indem
nity, which at its maximum would be about 80 million £ 
a year, but, the condition which enables Germany to pay 

us this amount will enable her to imperil our export 
trade. ...”

1 “CARRY ON.”
(Continued from page 1)

knowledge, van gain and hold their attention as no 
spell-binding popularity-hunting ignoramus 

can. The need is for more comrades to tackle the 
pick and shovel work of the movement, do the chores

i

X.
mere

Throughout every conference of 1919-1920, as it were, and they can supply that need from the 
France posed as the champion of “the rights and soap-box, functioning as recruiters for the larger 
liberties of little nations.’" Afterwards, when these meetings at which the ground work of education

i■<

abstract notions were agreed to by the Supreme they ha\e laid can be enlarged upon and completed
Court of the League of Nations, and vindicated by by other speakers. That will be organized team

It is somewhat late in the day for a former fin- force of arms, this quixotic character received its work and cannot fail to produce results,
anee minister, a present bank president, and direc- ;r.Tilrds from the little people. They became the
tor on the boards of several large corporations, to ,inmpi„g ground of France's quantum of 
learn facts long known to members of the working ,ions. ,;nd new spheres for French Imperialism to 
class, who have pointed out such facts, times innum- exercise itself in. 
er&ble, from “soap boxes,” platforms and press— 
and nowhere more emphatically than in the “West
ern Clarion.”

/
^ - The gathering of knowledge merely for self-grati

fication does not earn for one the title of “comrade.” 
That is reserved for him who gathers knowledge 
for the purpose of scattering it over as wide a field

repara-
Z'j
M

One of the first steps which a newly-formed as possible, with the object in view of making more
Socialists, and red ones at that. That is what we ‘‘v28- 
are organized for, and he who does not “carry on” 
or help those who are doing so—he is no comrade of 
ours.

natif n will take is to organize an army to carry out 
tie mandates of the ruling class. This " army can

One thing, however, McKenna and his tribe have be raised over-night, as in some instances. But the 
yet to discover : British manufacturers can never equipment of such a force, unless the industrial c.iar-

acter of the nation is equal to such a task, can never '-----again cut anything but a sorry figure, to use a col
loquialism, in foreign markets. The immense con- be carried out in such short notice. Up to the close 
centration of capital, industry and transportation, of 1918, Czeeho-Slovakia was a province under the 
which has taken place in Germany, France, Poland, domination of another government (Austria-Hun- 
and the mushroom nations of the Slav people, will ffaryU At this time she had neither an army nor a 
make abortive any attempt to invadX the European political tradition of her own. Yet in the Spring 
markets of the future. Russian and Belgian flax, of 1920. she was in the field exercising both, undo- 

material for the linen industry of Britain, will the tutorship of French imperialiata, while Poland 
in future serve to expand the textile industry of was likewise assisted in her fight for the possession 
France and Germany. Nor is it strange that this, and of Upper Silesia, and the extension of her border

lines into Soviet Russia.
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WESTERN CLARIONPAGE FOUR

those small nations were of necessity under the die- On every side is the shadow of the greater industry 
tation of one or other of the ‘Great Powers.” By —the giant machine, the diminishing market, the 

• the conditions of the moment, the conflict between exploited concession become a rival. And its Osher 
the -‘Red East” and the Chauvinist West—those fruit—the over mastering corporation ; concentra-

as such tion ; regulated effort and famishing and ravished

•-

Western Clarion
#9**3«•small ones” were of a military order, and•#A #< reflected the policies of their patron, France. Their society, seething in the fire-mists of a new world, 

“interests,” pro tern, coincided, and the “Peace It is vain to look to capital for European recon- 
Pact” fortified them with the power to keep. Hence st ruction. It is. a task only possible to labor. And 
France exercises considerable sway from the Baltic when peace and prosperity come again to Europe it 
to the Mediterranean, and from the Rhine to Syria, vVill be under the banner Of the proletariat. Capi- 
precarious, it may be, but powerful, reactionary, yet talist conferences are councils, of reform ; and re- 
dominant form is the faithful taskmau of exhaustive accumu-

do#s not mean the lation. Reform is no relative of revolution ; and re-

tfc by tbe twiiWH Party •<riUbkrt twtw a
Canada, P. O. Box 710, Vancouver, B. C.
Bilan4 a* O. P. O. aa a.

Ewen MacLeodEditor
lahesrîpünm:

$1.00
But Imperialist bureaucracy

control of nations, but the control of volution has no kinship with the schemes of rival Im-
on its own merits.

$1.00Fereigm, 1C
U Ikie a amber h “ 7e” — l*W yaw869-*>

mere empty
their resources and their convergence into new and perialisms. Revolution stands

reason of its Jt stands on reasoned analysis of social condition,particular channels. That is the very
being__an(j jt can be done successfully only in ac- and its casual interpretation of related fact It de-
cordanee with the needs of the societies involved, rives its power from conviction ; its strength from 
Yet in the scramble and antagonisms of the peace its clarity of ideation.
patching years, the social economic was but a triumph of understanding. Conscientious objectors 
shuttlecock to the policies of high finance. Power may vociferously refuse to take life, but they ad- 

HERE is a considerable number of the work- dominated the council table and—which has yet to be vertise their-mental confusion and moral defin
ing dass even among that organisation of secn—power will either bespeak itself on the bar quvney by their willingness to forward the produc- 
activity, the W. P.—who look to the immedi- riers it has built up around itself, or ruin capitalist tion of the means by which that lifp is taken. Maj- 

ate day when the “little Welshman” shall have dis- trade For France dreams the new dream of ority specialists may clamor for the “rights” of all 
banded Genoa (•) and established his "hero world.” .‘Mittel Europe” in the likeness of the gods of the classes.” but they serve as the tools of a greater

doubt of the ability of “Quai j" Orsay; while Britain as paksiona>ly— subjugation. Enthusiastic idealists, regarding
ami necessitouslv—visions the Empire of world human nature as a fixed quality, may honestly strive

to “renew the heart of man,” but thp records Of 
Quite naturally therefor, Britain and France MKX) years deny them even while they talk. Schools 

d in their clash the life of that same Europe and sects and parties may preach a Utopian unity,

VANCOUVER, B.C., JUNE 1, 1922
And its triumph is the

IN PERSPECTIVE.

T
They seem to entertain no
this “great man” to “persuade” France and dra
goon Russia to “his” way of thinking. Which, of 

, is the “right way,” and the day-spring of 
“eternal justice.”

The mind of the worker being, in a 
reflex of the mind of the master, the contents of his
thought are, naturally, moulded in the image of rec(>gmtion of a new society.
“interest”—the interest of trade. For wiAout taUsm live; with the shattering of that trade it with- their power and
trade, how find our worshipped job! So we are in- ers away Society exists only with access to the liberties
spired with Genoa, and mindful of the great bene- lneang 0f i;fe; denied that access it is faced with the binons; luit always they are mocked by the lean

derived from Washington, and Hythé, and aiternatives of decay.or change. It will seek life by Wows- of crises, and -haunted by the spectre of a
The last war is the class war : a war.

trade.
course

clash ; an
sinks into deeper miseries, gradually gathering the but like the compassless mariners of old they dare ^

not lose sight of the capitalist land of ‘ ‘ concilia-
measure, the

whole world into its shadows, preparing it for the
By trade does Capi- tion.” Craft unions and trades congresses may vaunt

numbers ; of the “rights and 
of labor; of opposition to Imperialist am-

fits we
Spa, and Brussels, and their lengthy generations, we the mo8t available route; it will try change through “last war.”

hopeful of speedy relief from present misfor- coliaerVative custom. But the changed economic of not of revisionist obscurity but of social understand-
condition will revivify it with new life ànd jug. And it will begin when the class who must

channels of develop- fight it know they are slaves and resolve to end
their slavery ; when grim experience shall have dis- 
l>elled our cherished illusions and led us open eyed 
to the emancipating truth ; and end, when capitalist 
society and the civilisation built up on it shall be 
shattered and destroyed, and' political domination

r
are

It is very unsafe to prophesy and the out-tunes.
come of a Capitalist conference is extremely un- thought, forcing it into new 
certain. But there are one or two things which, we ment, ufimeasureable and unforseen. 

convinced, will not happen. And as those things
not in tune with the infinite hopes of the work would he a Europe harassed with

reason together on that unpromising militarism, potential with the destinies of hate; a
Europe shackled to the financial projects of Paris. 
There would be a Germany throttled and abject, a

a new

If French ambtions should materialise, there
and naked

cr-
are

a neware
ers, we may 
basis.

shall be no more.The Genoa Conference was called for the recon
struction of war shattered Europe—a Europe ruth- Russia plagued with counter revolutionaries, torn 
lessly dismantled by a patriotic proletariat in the with political dissension, depressed with denied 
interests of their master s commerce. But the con essities and fringed with the vassals of France. There 

not called by the proletariat, but by the would he a Brtain lingering with lapsed trade and
The terms of stagnant industry and with the sceptre of Empire

For also a restored

R.
* This article was written before the Genoa 

Conference adjourned.—Editor.
nee-

f) ference was
“Allied Powers;” chiefly Britain.
reconstruction, therefor, are the terms of Imperialist drifting to the New World, 
democracy: not at all the terms of proletarian wel- Germany and a remodelled Russia are necessary 
fare. The fount and spring of Genoa is the conflict for British supremacy ; Britain is not at all neees-

r sary to Germany and Russia. They can—and prob- 
powerful enough ab]v would—act in concert, and can be resuscitated

That would be an ec-

r

‘ of interests between the rival Imperialisms of Bnt
ain and France. Since France
to deny the conference altogether, unless on the from far different sources.
understanding that the revision of the Peace Treat- onomic linkup fatal to Britain, and the precursor of 
ies, Reparations, (indemnities and debts) should promising events.
not be discussed, it is incumbent on Britain to test On the other hand, if the British-German-Rus- 
the substance of the power which thwarts her clam- sian

For those are the very things a France eclipsed and dwindling into bankruptcy

was
'

scheme of trade should prosper it would mean
orous necessities.
which prevent European reconstruction, the nucleus and poverty. The social life of Europe would be 
which motives the destiny of tomorrow. reorganised on another basis, and its energy and

flow in completely different channels. It

-e*.!

r The Peace Treaties, and the scheme of repara
tions, were drawn up and framed by the “victori- would couple the technique of Germany with the 
ous” allies for tb« express purpose of crushing an vast resource of Russia, and through treaties and in- 
obnoxious rival, but, powerful tho they were, they terest would harness the small nations of carved up 
found a master whose countenance they never look- ‘Europe to the privilege of British “big business, 
ed on before of whose existence indeed, they never But only for big business. For although the market 

* knew-the economic of their social organisation, is great and inviting, its circumscribed concessions, 
The scheme of Reparations fell like an avalanche on its limiting conditions and restricted influence are 
British trade and industry. For, to pay them, Ger- matters for diplomacy and syndicates. In this at- 
many required trade supremacy the stifling of Brit- mosphere of diplomacy, in this divergence of pnn- 
ish industry.' Consequently, Britain strove to un- eiple between East and West, there will be suspicion 
do the knots she had so assiduously tied about her- and lack of confidence ; and it will halt small busi- 
self. But in so striving she collided rudely with ness in the very fearful path of expansion. Small 
her former ally—France—now become conscious of business will be tossed aside and compelled to sur-

While Reparations render its substance to the bloated accumulations 
of monopoly. And the enterprise of Soviet Russia

It will retain the

resource

&

$-
v
M

V1 her new role of Imperialism.
cut at the life of Britain, and ruined Germany, for

-France their fulfilment was the wine of new life; itself will hasten the process.
control of its own territory ; it will build up its

1

I
their abrogation a threat to her very existence.

The Treaty of Versailes split up the Central own industries ; it will organise ha resources and
homogeneous focus its energies for the security (1) of Soviet Rus

sia and (2) for the final straggle of the class war.
Powers into small and more or 1 
nations. But as the days of nationality are past,>4
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Economics for Workers■ Àr ,

9F& s

BY PETEE T. LECKIE.

The above conglomeration of language is hard 
to beat.

P. 14-3: “Money as a tool of exchange enables men 
to create values.

He gives the stock exchange as an illustration. 
Some one has said it takes a fool to make a wise t 
man look foolish. This reminds me; wùen I was a 
boy at school 1 visited a circus and the three clowns

gold than yon do for iron it is not because you at
tach more utility to the gold than you do to the 

The cost of gold production may be a thou

VALUE IN EXCHANGE

KEMEND9US confusion exists on the sub
ject of value, because people are unable to 
differentiate between value and price, lie-T iron.

sand times that* of iron, and yet, as a utility the iron 
might be of the greatest use. If I give 10 cents for 
a loaf of bread and $‘20 for a diamond it is no proof 
of inv estimation of the comparative measure of

the law of supply ahd demand is a great reg
ulator in the transference of capital and labor from
cause

industry that is giving poor returns to anotherone
giving favorable returns, with the fluctuating of 
prices as a result, some Professors and others be
lieve that supply and demand determines value. If 
we ask: “What is the value when supply and dec

their utility.
Nevertheless we have noticed in a previous les

son that a given commodity can possess no exchange pertoimeu a .trick that wouid make Uus proiessor 
v<aloe unless it also possesses a use-value. Marx, is 
very insistent that a use-value or useful article has 
exchange value only because human labor in the 
abstract has been embodied or materialized in it. 
lie says: “As exchange values, all commodities arc 
only definite masses of congealed labor time.’’

Practical experience shows us that frequently, 
when the value of a commodity falls, more of these 
same commodities are used, and surely no one would 
say that the increased use implies that it is less use
ful than when less of it was in demand ; for rather 

inclined to maintain that the demand in- 
with the usefulness of the commodity. Ii

look loutish. Une oi them had a penny ; he owed 
mini her iwu ; nuuiucr two ov eu nintiuer mice and no 
ovi eu huniuer one two pemncs. ihis one penny was 
passeu aruunu i n l. e, puni a Six-pciuiy ueOt and 
nunioer one c.on n uuu smi urn penny. Mow much 

wealth is as cie-teu m inia exenan^e l It was, as 
tae seigeain wouiu sa.., auiiu, turn ; as you \sere.

V aiue is uetcriuiueu »y me socially "necessary 
lauor eiuuoaicu in pi ouucuoii. \v ny uo we em- 
pnaaize socially necessary ? because processors take 
the atutuve wmeu i experienced in one ot their 
classes, that fso-.ial.sui is impossible, as shown by 
ko belt Owen s seneme, uecause n a man made a 
tame in lour hours \\ lme another produced his in 
two hours, they received lauor hour tickeis and the 
man who urn tie me mole in lour horns was,ante to 
buy two tables oi the o.her: tneieior there was no 
incentive for the good worker, in Ov\ en,s time, 
capitalism not having developed, his ideas were 
Utopian, but the experience oi the handioom weav
ers with the introduction ot the power loom shows 
the fallacy of the above reasoniug.

We know that the skill or speed of the individ
ual worker today does not determine the value.

Marx tells us (,Vol. 1, 220' “In the creation of 
surplus value it does not in the least matter whether 
the labor appropriated by the capitalist be simple 
unskilled labor -uf average quality or more compli
cated skilled labor. All labor of a higher or more 
complicated character than average labor is ex
penditure oi labor—power of a more costly kind, 
labor power who,e production has cost more time 
and labor and which tliereror has a higher value 
than unskilled labor.

mand equalizesthey generally answer, “Cost of 
production.” We will give this law more attention 
under the subject of Prices.

In pre-capitalistic days, when artisans in any 
" given craft or trade used exactly the same hand 

tools, to become iich was impossible. There was no 
competition ; the output was fairly well known, and 
consequently supply and demand were practically 
equalized. Value and price would be synonymous 

The commodities would contain the socialterms.
labor required, and would exchange for commodi
ties containing an equivalent amount of social labor. 
Therefore the price would not vary with the value. 

But with capitalist development, the one ein-

are we
creases
the value falls as its usefulnes increases, e g., motor 
cars, trucks, etc., we are bound to admit that ex
change value has nothing bo do with its utility. The 
problem is to find out why boots, hats, etc., sell at 
a normal price of say $5. We assert that it is be
cause the labor socially necessary spent in producing 
these things constitutes their value. If a hat takes 
four hours in production it has four hours value, and 
will exchange for an article that has taken four 
hours to produce; if the gold represented in five 
dollars has taken four hours to produce, the boots 
and hat would express the money price of five dol
lars. This phase of the question we will discuss 
under the lessons on Money and Price.

plover introduces better machinery than his eom- 
peuuur, ana .eoSciis cue laouv-niiie necessaiy lo pio- 

ne may not unaerseil ins com-
t

uuce, e.g., uoots. 
pet,.or ut nrsi, out as He oecomes over-stocked lie is 
voiced to sed at a lower price, driving his competi-

;-Y unaole to introduce new machinery,tola, woo are 
oui oi die market into bankruptcy, while the others 

toiced to introduce the new machinery. Prices 
then tali dj the law oi value to the new standard of 
socially necessary lauor time embodied in produe- 

lntmediaiely this new price is reached a 
anct still better machine is introduced, and

r
aie

tion.
newer
the same process is gone through once more. The We are still having professors with newer fads 
capitalist economists admit that labor produces all "P™ value. A professor, Anderson, m his book 
exchange value, but. as we saw in our lesson on “Value of Money,” dated 191, says the utdity and 
Wage-labor, they tail to explam how labor does it. also labor theory of value are all wrong. We agrec 
Piaetically all economists agree that the quantity with him on utility. He says: “If he has no money 
of labor constitutes value, Le, the amount of human he may desire a thing ever so intensely without giv-
labor necessary to produce commodities which are m" ll value" , „ _

has broken down and has been abandoned. Un
pagé 66: “Ricardo developed a casual theory of 
value, quantity of labor being the basis of the absol
ute value of goods, their relative values depending 

the relative amounts of labor involved in the pro-

He says, “The labor theory of value

bought in exchange.
Adam Smith says the real price of anything is 

the toil or trouble of acquiring it. It it costs twice 
the labor to bill a beaver which it does to kill a deer 

beaver would naturally be worth two deer. It

Engels, in liis “Landmarks of Scientific Social
dealing wiih the value fallacy of capitalism 

Under capitalism value is not measured by
ism, 
says :
labor. It is measuied by money. The,Value of the 
metal in the coin has no genetic relation to the

-V-

Oilone
is natural that what is usually the produce of two 
days’ labor should be worth double of what is 
usually the produce of one day’s labor. Ricardo 
confirms the labor basis of value. He shows how

dnetion of each. 1 shall not go into the matter 
fullv but shall call attention to the rock upon which value of the c0‘n as a standard of price, this being 
the" system split as Ricardo himself admits. A flxed b-v law" Thls 1(ads thc cap.talist to imagine 
greater or less proportion of capital works with that money alonc 18 the real measure of value. He 
labor in producing different things, and the value 
of the product vaiÿs, not merely with the labor but 
also with the amount of capital and the length of

1

does not understand that the value of the precious 
metal, form-which money is coined is itself deter
mined by the quantity of labor required in its pro
duction.

If we always follow Marx's theory of vaine and

cotton would fall in value if fewer men were re
quired to cultivate it or fewer sailors employed in 
shipping, etc, and would command less of other 
things in which no saving of labor had entered in 
production. Some economists say “value is in pro
portion to cost of production,’ which means labor 
embodied in production.

Rogers in his “Political Economy,"’ p. 17, says:
“The reason why a diamond of five carats weight is
worth according to Mr. Emanuel upwards of £300, P>*med by all labor including the labor which pro- . ,
Tdue’ to the fact that on the average, and at the d«ced the machinery and the labor that produced up with prices. I once saw an article by a Pria* | 
present, an amount of labor equivalent to this sum the raw material that entered the machinery, etc. '

is expended on the discover)- of the gem. 
son why on an average, a quarter of wheat is worth 
£2 10s to £3 is because it costs as much labor to get

time the capital is employed. How say than that 
labor alone governs value ! . . . James Mills tried 
to do it by making capital merely stored up petri- treat gold as a commodity, subject to the general 
fled labor, which gives up its value again in produc- laws of all commodities, we will be able to deal in 

But this does not meet the difficulty, because an intelligible manner and form a clear analysis of
the problem of fluctuating prices, and be able to

!

cition.
there is a surplus value over and above that ex- fa

differeniate prices from value. We will take this

endeavouring to poke fun at Marx on qualitative 
This is where Marx comes in and explains that the and quantitative- value, saying that Man dealt so 
machinery and raw material only transfer their own 
value, but we will take this up in our lesson on pro-

The rea- mucb with iron it showed his nationality as belong
ing to the junk shop fraternity. On this subject 
Marx is clear, showing that 100 dollars worth of ironfit.this amount of gold as it does to procure a quarter Anderson shows us what he says creates value, ectuala ten dollars worth of gold; that the use

, , , „ > 41 I,;,, honk headed with this values are different qualities, but as exchange val-Therefore we see that in two commodities of by a chart on page 41 ot his book, neaaea wnn inis.
inereiore . .. . , ,, .,-1,.- n„Ri;tv i„ nsveholovi-al in character It ups they are different quantities. Therefore, whenequal value there exists something common to both The value quality is psychological in character, it consideration of nse values of eom- *

The two dissimilar commodities exchange upon an rests in ihe human minds. But not in the minds 01 .. . ,
individuals, thought, of separately.1 It is a com- noddies they have (mo common property left, that #

individual mental activities, highly of bemS P^ducts of labor.

of wheat.”
»!

equality of quantity of labor embodied in their pro- 
ducton. Their use-value has no relation to this plex of many

the institutionalized and including legal and moral vir- *5In Vol. 1. p. 45, “The quantity of labor, however, -"3 
is measured by its duration _ and labor-time in its ; 
turn finds its standard in weeks, days and boon»

sn

equality of exchange value, but is based upon 
socially necessary labor-time embodied in their pro- tues, hopes and beliefs and expectations, as well as 
duction. immediate intensities of men’s wants for consnm-

When you give so many more yards of cloth for ing goods.” (Continued on page 7)
J 1
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Book Review debted to Grtece for all her culture.
P » of the Blessed Virgin’» milk. We are told, how-

______ * e ore proceeding further, let us glance at the ever, that the people of this period were mternation-
the story of mankind: By Hendrick Van Loon \ew On II™h'i ** |_he,Vhristlails "condemned all other »1, oot English, French, etc., but if asked where they
Yor*. Born and i.ivcngh,. $5. Hendr,ck Loon New Greek philosophers.” This is not consistent with

the statement that the Bible and Aristotle

W&

\ were from they replied Sheffield, or Genoa, and so 
were the on. All books were written in Latin, and all Europe 

When the Norsemen descended upon Europe dur- °n m" 8 llossesspd by Europe. The latter state- looked to Rome as head of the religious world. When 
ing the latter days of Charlemagne, they found a ci '■‘t* ^urop€ had a11 the writings of the a great teacher like the ill-starred Peter Abelard

, well established ‘ Empire” erudelv patterned after & lL‘ra—kjlown as the Patristic Writings spoke to his scholars in Paris he spoke in Latin, and

A— Rome. The ^ T ^ *!* "■ , . . . . , ° noman btoic whom the pagans set undeistood without requiring to learn French firstlan chiet, and his “Capital ’ but a collection of rude against Christ as earn rrenen nrst.

(Review concluded from last issued &<<>

il Pattern, and whom the Christian Also at this time came the preat struggle be- 
wooden houses, notwithstanding the boastful titles, fathers actually attempted to connect with St. Paul tween Pope aud Emperor. Then came theYapture

‘l, S°riCS °f impudent forgeries. Not only did of Constantinople by the Saracens and the last of 
H ' lun' ^oneea, but his work on physics was well the old Roman Empire was at 

studied by them.

The northern pirates soon overran ail the out
posts of this ‘‘Empire” and, in time, gave to 
siderable portion of it dynastie monarchies and

end. Europe was 
added impulse to

as to Aristotle's influence. St. Augustine, learning resulted. We pass that great age of art
a man of giant and restless intellect, who conceded atul literature and find John Huss and the Hussites
ihat the world might lie round but could not be in- ware dismissed in a paragraph. We are informed
habited on the other side, took Aristotle as his mas- also that two popes were cursing each other. As

pursuits or peace without the eternal dread of buru- tvr' "as the greatest of the Christian fathers. a matter of record there were four. And all the
mg and harrowing by wandering bands of barbar- and "here he led there was every likelihood of sue- goodly company which are enumerated as attending

cceumg Christians to follow. Prom his age, 400 tl,e Council of Constance were there to decide which
A.D., to that, of Thomas Aquinas, 1225 A.D., l>°Pe "«s the legitimate Vicar of Christ and real
is a far cry Yet he was ttiK next outstanding successor of Peter; not to reform the Church,
hgure, in the Catholic world at least. At this latter author informs us. 

power ot base artificers and commodity peddlers, time when
The grandchildren of this aristocratic

ana con-
open to receive the Greeks and anari- Now

stocraeies: England, many parts of France, of the 
Mediterranean and Russia for example, 
eomplished, society could at last settle down to the

This ae-

ians. Feudalism entered into the period ‘‘when 
knighthood was in flower.” It was the great grand
children of these pirate chiefs who first realised the as our

We consider this should have 
been allotted more space, having in mind our auth- 

to science; judge or s °" n dictum (p. 228), that history ‘‘should 
was to be found in 8 v'v‘d light on certain important causes, on those 

which are I,est and greatest. All the rest should be 
left in the shadow or should be indicated by a few 
lines. ' '

a teacher became famous he invariably 
progeny of taught everything from letters 

then what a priceless treasure 
the encyclopedic work of Aristotle. ito

eastpirates encountered the grandchildren of these low
ly people in open conflict, and Feudalism gradually 
gave way to the autocratic state. many foolish

Go our mind) conceits notwithstanding. The c 
Mr. Van Loon has no delusion about tile Magna that Albert us Magnus and Thomas Aquinas did 

Charts, although he affirms the traditional vvickcü- 
ness ot hang uoun. But it is John's sou, Henry lit, 
that now commands our attention. During his reign 
a council was called of representatives from 
classes, which we Britons proudly claim as the 
first parliament. Of course, as Mr. Van Loon tells box.

sneer
not

investigate sturgeons and caterpillars at first hand However, w> have to admire the manner in which 
is not kindly, considering the demand upo them the age of discovery is handled. There is also a 
and the limited scope of their resources ; esides fine chapter Tin Buddha aud Confucius, if
such perversity is not uncommon today, to which the suggestion that the latter's doctrines 
end we might put

we except
various are respon-

Mr. Van Loon in the witness si!>,c for the backward condition of China.even A study
... China's geography- would incline to a more ration

ns, it was nothing of the kind. Such bodies existed However, contemporaneous with Aquinas was «1 conclusion. The aeepunt of the Reformation does
m many parts ot Europe years before they appeared inger Bacon, among other things an Arabic scholar. »ot satisfy. We have a fair view of all the religious 
m England. Just like a foreigner to assail our proud p «verted the need of observation, and applied "«»**, but of the great Saxon silver mines not a
eminence these councils developed by degrees into ««-self so diligently to his own teaching that his "»rd. Of the rise of even then powerful manufae

* ”Ur parlliUncuts- Mr- Vau Loon- however discoveries soon threatened the entire structure of «"ring towns not a word. Aud of the desperate
a Page 1S8;’ 111 company with the orthodox histor- medieval science and, of coursc-a necessary enrol- struggle of the proletarians to establish a commun- 
! “t™*’ C°nCelV“ m thlS development a constant strug- 1 ary—theology and property. This brought enmitv »st municipality at Muhlhausen and elsewhere we

?** TTVi mg f0r 1!?erty- 11 was *“«l finally a fifteen years' sojourn in prison, but not have this: “The starving peasants, following the
I A Y” lhey Were totaUy subjective, and their "«Ul the death of Pope Clement IV. who was his leadership of half crazy agitators made the best of
I jyBchromses with that of the absolute ^lend. ami to whom his Opus Majus was dedicated the opportunity and attacked the castles of their
| m0aarCfay M°re 0f thlS “ its Plaee- ' Mr Van LonndocS not mention this latter curious ’"««ters and plundered and burned and murdered

The middle ages, we learn, was a time of terror [fCt’ 111 1,self ludicative of the intellictual state of with the zeal of the old Crusaders.” Martin Luther
and ignorance. ’They moved in a time of devils ,l" 01>t I-aeon, in writing his Opus Majus did sir at himself, who exhausted invective and scurrilouaness 
and spooks and only a few occassional angels.” The Î “* re°-"eat <>f t,us enlightened prelate and, having in his denunciation of Munzer and the peasants, is 

[ Bible was their only book and “as a handbook of as- K‘''n ell-lomed b> his order—the Franciscan—from a prince of good fellows compared to the author of 
I stronomy, zoology, botany, (etc.), the venerable book " ntmg and also by tbe BoPe to secrecy, had endless these few words.

i* not entirely reliable.” Something we have long *''ouble 111 eompleting that work. The Church and Those who imagine that the late 
Biwpeeted! But it is remarkable in w hat a vile mess ^mPlre "'ere then at war. By the way, a perusal of most terrible ever will be surprised to read of the 
mankind appears at that period (p. 193) : “In the ‘e hfe 8torv of lto"er Bacon will reveal the then “religious"’ Thirty Years' War, when “a population 
12th century a second book was added to the medie- Kta<e °f hnroPean knowledge very fully. of eighteen million people was reduced to four mil-
val library, the great encyclopedia of useful knowl- -^s further material reasons why Aristotle should ''0n" *^r" ^ an ^mon forgets to mention that after
edge, compilled by Aristotle the Greek philosopher. aPPeal to European svhoiars at this time let us e:i- lhe fi>rhtinp

. - Why the Christians of this age were umerate the Albigensian heresy, strongly tainted aU ,he eomba,ant« returned to the Holy Catholia
wiUing to accept Aristotle” whereas they condemned with communistic theories, and destroyed by a ser- faith ; he doe8 state tbat the Catholic powers remain-
all other Greek philosophers on account of their ies of 'rusades just prior to Aquinas: the opening V<i Vatholic and the Protestant remained faithful to
heathenish doctrines I really don't know.” Well, UP of the rich Bohemian silver mines; the rise of ,hp treed of Calvin, etc., hut this is patting it mildly,
there is nothing very mysterious about it. Mr. Van the Hanseatic and Lombardian Leagues! evidence of The national *Pirit had developed, and instead of
Loon traces the footsteps of Aristotle from Greece, a new power in society; and the consequent effect of <he strife for 8Poil being between the barons and 
through Asia Minor and Africa, into Spain, and in u11 this on the current feudal property concept. Ai <he Vhurvh U was between nations. So we find 
Spain the cWstian students attended the heathen istotle in his Politics had assailed the communist f atbolle and Protostant jieoples fighting side by 
college» to acquire knowledge. He says Aristotle was theories advanced by Plato in his Republic, so here Klde from that da>‘ to the present. The sixteenth 

i tr»nal*tcd mto Arabic in the 7th century. This must was “great argument about it and about” by two eentur-v saw ,he absolute monarchy in its most
t at* pnnter,a error‘ A moment's refleetion^vonld 8rp«t minds on the very subject then agitating hu p!e,e form- 11 ala«
l <Sw>llre the possibility. It was not until the 9th cen- manity.

,nr>'» wben the conquests were secured, and the dvn- ah ,i i •
Bettled: ,hat tlmp a“d means coqld'be of learning. M^Van ^ R(n8,88anee’ °r ^

°r orpaniK,ng those great seats> of learning 
et*$toedova and Bagdad. Averroes, the translator 
of Aristotle into the Arabic lived in the 12th 
tugy; however, partial translations had been made 
earlier. Now as to his influence

■
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Isf-

war was the

and tfle spoils allotted almostwas over

corn-
parliament exercising State 

powers. Thus we find in the next century the great 
struggle between these two factors which in Eng
land set a period to the monarch’s absolutism. We 
have an account of this

saw

n warns us, very properly 
against the principle of dividing hdstoiy into wt 
boundaries beyond w-hieh

pages 286, 295. It is 
merely a chronicle of names and battle», and even 
at that a very glaring error is made. We read •“

tiding it „h„ Rome, lacking a belter .dr^Uoî lhe ChrrnUn. Cre»
médira», was writing o wood and stone And so and f 6 Y® greatiy temPted to Unger here 
the imperiel Ci,. „ mmire. ih, Jld ^ ‘ "tT —Pti, »
biter ef its drain, (or ,1m.., fi„ «ntdrie, ... in. LyJ, ^s7u,X rf “7 ‘° B°™Pe'

yons 01 st- Mark oi wartime memory to a bottle

on

vre arrive in an entirely 
age by taking one step. While we set 

for Feudalism it is
cen- new In

the Middle Ages, understanding ;on

defeated "Johnnie Cope” at 
Preston Pans in Scotland. Again, he does not men
tion the battle of Dunbar, fought in 1650, which 
really ended the second civil war. Cromwell had no 
occasion to "take” Edinburgh in 1648, it 

We regret to note the absence of a

r

was hie. 
any comment
i
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upon the commercial factor in this great straggle, Then we read that his 11 liberal” views made him 
and the wars between England and Holland. In- very unpopular with the police authorities of Ger- 
stead we read that Cromwell continued the policy 
of Elizabeth and Syain was the national enemy once 
more. In the account of the Restoration we have don’t have.

■f amount of labor time socially necessary for its pro
duction.

In a foot note Marx draws attention to an an-

-
.

;-v*a many. “Marx believed that all history was a long 
struggle between those who ‘have’ and those who 

We don’t know' why the “have” and

A ■

W*<> known writer who wrote in the year 1738 or 1740. 
The value of them (the necessaries of life) whenreligion and autocracy the moving factors and in

cidents of court gossip, but of the stupendous ad
vance in science, not a word. Charles II gave con- thing of the kind. Again : “The introduction and ated by the quantity of labor necessarily required 
tinqanee to and Christened the Royal Society of general use of machinery had created a new class in 
Scientific Research, and magnets; air pumps-» blood society, that of the capitalists who used their sur- 
cireulation; plants ; animals: all began to unfold plus wealth to buy the tools which were then used 
their mysterious ways to man. Boyle, Wilkins,
Woodward, Ray and company surely have a place in 
a story of mankind which has so much to say of 
Charles II, whose energy seemed to have been de-

“flon’t have ’ are in quotation marks, but we can as
sure. Mr. Van Loon that Marx never believed any- they are exchanged the one for the other, is regnl-

and commonly taken in producing them. ’
One book on Banking starts out with this: “A 

distinction must be made between value and price. 
The value of an article is its exchange relationship 
to another article.”

by the laborers to produce still more wealth, which 
was again used to build more factories and so on, 
until the end of time. Meanwhile, according to
Marx, the third estate (the bourgeoisie) was grow- 

voted to creating aristocracies for his bastards, ing richer and richer, and the fourth estate (the pro-
The writer, although starting clear on value and

price, soon gets all mixed up. Marx states it thus: 
Newton had laid mankind under heavy obligations letariaV was growing poorer and poorer, and lie “Exchange vaiu(. is the reiation8hip between two
ere this merry monarch was recalled from exile, in predicted that in the end one man would possess all
fact we think the fateful apple had already rudely the wealth of the world while the others would be
disturbed his sleep ; anyway, 1665 is the year in his employees and dependent on his good will." .SO(*a,b necessary lauor time embodied in their p#0-

Again, "" Exchange value alters accord-

or more commodities, based upon the amount of

dnetion.’t-r-d which hei had the theory of gravity fully developed, (page 426) Of all the attempts to briefly summarise
though not proven. Marx by a responsible writer, this is the most piti- ing to the amount of socially necessary labor time 

But these sidesteps irtto the material factors are fully inadequate that we have seen. Entirely wrong embodied in the commodity.” 
extending unduly the length of our review. We in substance and principle, it arouses grave doubts

as to the author’s right to speak on other subjects.
But the same spirit prevails throughout ^he en

tire book. The Paris Commune is not even men
tioned, >b 1848 revolutions but vaguely intima led,
and for the revolts of feudal and ancient history valu--, but use value has no relationship to exchange

It we eliminate their use values, commodities
pass further European development to “the great 
figure of Washington standing guard over the cause 
of the colonists.” The American Revolution account

have a common property left, the socially- necessary 
labor time embodied in their production.

The value an article has in consumption is its useis w-holly orthodox and Jefferson is duly credited 
with the Declaration of Independence, without auy
reference to Thomas Paine. The American Révolu- conducted by the working class they are mentioned value, e.g., a carpenter’s hammer has probobly 
lion also, we are told, brought about the French Rev- with a sucer, when mentioned at. all, which is sel- 
olution, to which we must now proceed (p. 338) : dom. Now this is common to almost every history,
We receive a warning : a book, a play, or a movie of and will continue so for some time ; the book under

review is not singular in this respect. There fare 
many errors, but Mr. Van Loon protests and warns
bis readers against being taken for an infallible t° *ts exchange value. A thing can have a use value

more
use value that any- other tool he uses, but no one 
would suggest it has the greatest exchange value 
amongst his tools. 1 se, value, although a necessary 
factor embodied in a e -mmodity, has no relationship

the French Revolution always presents the rabble as 
the cause. Nothing of the kind. The mob is used 
by middle class professionals: “The fundamental 
ideas which caused the revolution were invented b.v guide. Many of these errors can be traced to a and have no exchange value, as Marx points out re-
a few brilliant minds.” Quite easy ; get a few bril- somewhat incomprehensible partiality to the great garding air, water and virgin soil «Again a. thing
liant minds to invent some ideas, pick up a hungry mau and to good birth,—for instance, on page 430
rabble and go to it. Such is history ! But follow-ing he says in the latter part of the 17th century “the
this warning we read of much misery and economic Marquis de Laplace ^vqs working on a new theory-
paralysis which appears to have s*ne bearing on of creation .... etc.” Laplace did not be-
the revolution. The good King Louis is treated i-omr a Marquis until after the Restoration of the

«j

can be useful and the product of labor without being 
a commodity. ::

V hoever produces for his own wants creates use 
values but not commodities. In order to produce

must province use values for others. j
1

very gently, and, “quietljÉfend with much dignfty Bourbons ilftfce beginning ofAhb 18th century. The 
suffered himself to be takSiuo the scaffold. He had noble Marquis did not become bn astronomer and 
never understood what all the shooting and fuss mathematician ; on the contrary, the poor scientist 
had been ahont. And he had been too proud to ask became a Marquis, 
questions.” Dear me! What is this lump in our

the thyig is useless, the labor contained in it is 
also useless, and therefor creates no values. Marx

l

illustrates how kfhor can be w-aste labor. “If the 
market cannot stomach all the linen that ’the

'

Aside from this, there is merit in having told the
weev-throat; and whence this river in our eyes ! W e^feel Story of Mankind in less than 500 pages in such a 

constrained to lay violent hands on the first French- manner that it cannot fail to interest ; it w-ill cer
tainly tend to create a new concept of man’s de
velopment. Therein lies the value of the book, and 
it is considerable. We are of the opinion that some 
courageous publisher could realize the cent, per 
cent, item, and also satisfy- the utmost demands of 
fact, if some historian with the necessary training, 
leisure and substance were to apply himself to the 
task of writing history in the light of Marx-

er has produced, even although every piece of;, it 
contains no more labor time than 13 socially neeed- 
sarv, in spite of this we have had superfluous labor
time of the community expended in the form of 
weaving having the same eject as if every- individ
ual weaver had Expended more labdr-time on this 
particular product than was socially necessary.

The proof of the labor theory of vàlne is seen in .. 
every book 011 industrial efficiency, illustrating cost- ' 
ing departments and scientific management, with 
cards giving^ accurate time records to do certain 
jobs and with spaees for noting the workers’ effici
ency and productive capacity, to be entered with 
motion studies by moving pictures to eliminate 

inodity is determined by the labor spent on it, the waste movements of the workers, and reducing hours 
more idle and unskilful the laborer, the more vain- where fatigue has hampered output.

Jman we may meet.z " We cannot recommend Mr. Van Loon from this 
time onward, and would vote for the destruction of 
the remainder. We pass over the jibes at the re
volutionists, which may or may not be justified. But 
no justification can be advanced for”!he statement : 
“The Age of Reason (which Thomas Paine had 
written so eloquently during the American Revolu
tion) , , -, etc. 
written while awaiting death in a Paris jail during 
the French Revolution, in 1794, and eloquent is the 
last word which may describe that earnest docu
ment.

«- V

J. D. HARRINGTONPain’s “Age of Reason” was

■■

ECONOMICS FOR WORKERS
Continued from page 5)

Some people might think that if the value of a com-
We turn from the school book history of the suc

ceeding pages (our objections would exceed in hulk 
the hundred-odd pages that remain), to the com
ments on the working class and their struggle. Page 
425 we read : “In England, Robert Ow*n, the owner 
of many cotton mills, established a so-called ‘ soci- however, that forms the Substance of value, is horn

■>The “Efficiency Magazine,” Oct. 1917:—“If 
cows can be developed so as to give three times as

able would his commodity be, because more time 
would he required in its production. The labour.

-

U
much milk, is it not possible to train employees 
that the output will be multiplied three timesÎ” 
This during the war and since has been brought 
about with greater division of labor and sepcialized

so

a list Community ’ which was a success. But when ogeneous human labor.” On p. 46 Marx emphasises 
he died the prosperity of New Lanark came to an socially necessary- labor time. “The labor-time soci- 
end.” In the first place, New Lanark was in Scot
land, 4»nd Owen had severed his industrial connec
tions with it and all his other factories long before 
he died, being mined principally by the New Har
mony colony in the States. Ne* Lanark was purely 
a business venture. *

-Ê

ally necessary- is that required to produce an article automatic machines.
rThe following words, from an advertisement byunder the normal conditions of production and with

the average degree of skill and intensity prevalent. a Coventry firm in England in their magazine: “To, .X.ft'g
days problem is how to turn out'fhe work with less I

1

V

at the time.” “The introduction of power looms 
into England probably reduced by one-half the labor 

Now follows Karl Marx, “He had beard of Owen required to weave a given quantity of yarn into 
and Blanc and began to interest himself-in questions cloth. The handloom 
of labor and wages and unemployment, ’ ’ He had 
heard of Blanc all right, and Blanc had heard of 
him. -As the Communist Manifesto was written in

time,” show still further proof. v
The struggle for the world’s markets is a struggle 

to cheapen commodities between competitors, by 
weavers, as a matter of fact, lessening the socially necessary labor time in their 

continued to require the same time as before ; but production, and also to realize a surplus value, which 
for all that, the product of one hour of their labor wc di8e,,8S in \future lesson.
represented after the change only ha« an hour’s Keet> in view that change value is the socially

peeessary labor embodied in the production of com
modities.

* i? }I - . ->

January 1848 and the social workshops of the French 
government (not Blanc) were not instituted until 80“a^ 'ftbor, and consequently fell to one half its 
after the February Revolution of 1848 they could . former value.” We see; then that, that which de- 
fa ardly have been the cause of Marx turning to labor, termines the magnitude of value of any article is the

f

Next lesson is: Money. We will then be able to 
take up the subject price more intelligently ■;«
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fAGl EIGHT r»WESTERN CLARION
y* M

‘4àHERE AND NOW
HE ligures here below protrude a little more 
than usual, but otherwise than usual they 
represent a month’s arithmetic and thus the 

Clarion’s optimism in finance is reduced by half.
V e discovered an important looking notice in 

our post office box the other day which directed 
us to the wicket where they deliver registered let
ters. There, according to our hopes, we were to be 
made happy by the receipt of a registered letter 
containing untold wealth. The problem of finance 
would be solved and the burdens rolled away. We 
joyfully affixed^ our signature in exchange for what 
we hoped eoQtained a bank cheque, draft or money 
order.

Communism
and

Christianism

Literature Price ListTr
Cloth Bound

Positive Outcome ot Philosophy ___ __
A. B. C. of Evolution (McCabe) ______
Economic Determinism __________ :__

Per Copy
----------  11.85
........ ..............ILii

$1.65 
$1.15

&
Evolution of the Idea of God (Grant
Darwinism and Race Progress (Haycraft)__________ $1;1$
Evolution of Property (Lafargue)
Critique of Political Economy _____

tAnalyzed and contrasted from the Marxian and 
Darwinian points of view. By Bishop William Mont
gomery Brov n. D.D.
Banish the Gods from the Skies and Capitalists from 
the Earth and make the World safe for Industrial 
Communism.

Seventy-fifth thousand now ready. Pp. 224. 
Cloth edition, De Luxe, $1.00. This whole edition of 
2,000 copies is a Christmas gift to the sufferers by 
famine in Russia, 
dollar to them and much education to the buyer.

New paper edition, 25,000 copies, artistic design,

THE BRADFORD-BROWN EDUCATIONAL CO., Inc. 
Publishers, 102 South Union Street, Gallon, Ohio.

Or from

SOCIALIST PARTY OF CANADA 
P. 0. Box 710, Vancouver, B. C.

very beautiful, one copy 25 cents, six, $1.00.

“It will do a wonderful work in this the greatest 
crisis in ail history.”—Truth.

------- $1.16
_ , ,  $1.65
Revolution and Counter Revolution (Marx)_______ $1.1$
History of Paris Commune (Lissagaray)
Ancient Society......... ............. ....

Its bold recommendations :

____$1.60
---- $1.85

Philosophical Essays ----  $1.65
---- $1.65
-----$1.65

Theoretical System of Karl Marx ..
Landmarks of /Scientific Socialism
Socialism and Philosophy ................
Essays on the Materialistic Conception of History_ $1.65
Capitalist Production (First Nine and 32nd Chapters 

• “Capital,” vol. 1, (Marx)
Savage Survivals (Moore) ______
Vital Problems in Social Evolution
Science and Revolution __________
The Militant Proletariat ..................
Evolution Social and Organic 
Puritanism ....

It testifies to the strength of our nerveless ami 
vulgarly healthy constitution that

..... $1.65
Every copy sold means a whole we were not 

overcome upon discovering a poem—consigned to 
us per the registration route to guard against 
cidents—instead of the bank cheque, draft or M. O. 
we hoped for.

$1.00
$1.00ac-

80c
80c

fTCV.‘......  80c
___ 80cBut it will not do to tell the hungry printer that 

we’re rich in verse when he calls for cash. He’s 
shouting now, and we must make better financial 
progress else his good nature will be swamped. If 
we are to judge by the letters that come in day 
by day, from old friends and new ones, the Clarion's 
viewpoint and steady educational propaganada 
important and much in need at the present time. 
That being so, let us beep it alive and free from the 
petty financial troubles that now beset it. They are 
not great, but they are great enough to worry us 
and to interrupt publication as per schedule.

We rely upon our readers. The only way is to 
get your friends to read the paper. We’ll send 
sample copies if yon 11 send their 
effort will help wonderfully. Try it.

Subscriptions received since last acknowledge
ment are:

..... 80c
Ethics and History_____ ______
Germs of Mind in Plants ...............................
The Triumph of Life ................................
Anarchism and Socialism..................
Feuerback__________________  _
Socialism Positive and Negative .....
The American Empire (Nearing).....
Eighteenth Brumaire _______ _______
The End of the World _____ __________
Science and Superstition _________

80c
80c

.... .. 80c
___ 80c

80c
80care
60c
80c
80c
80cPLATFORM Paper Covers Per Copy

Two Essays on History (C. Stephenson and G. Deville) 6c
Communist Manifesto .............. .................
Waee-Labor and Capital
The Present Economic System (Prof. w. A. Bong«r")
Socialism. Utopian and Scientific ...........
Slave of the Farm ________________
Manifesto, S. P. of C..........................
Evolution of Man (Prof. Bolsche) ~
Causes of Belief in God (I-afargue) Ty '

„ „ , __ The Structure of Soviet Russia (Humphries
r ollowing\ >1. each : W. Stokes, *T A. Peterson, Shop Talks on Economics (Marcy)

C. Wool Inga, J. E. McGregor, J. Peterson, J. Pryd- Value< Priee ancI Pr°ht (Marx) _________ 1___I
Economic Causes of War (Leckle) _________
The Protection of Labor in Soviet Russia (Kaplun)
Civil War in France (Marx) .____
Eighteenth Brumaire (Marx)

—10a
10e

Socialist Party of 
Canada

_10c
15cnames. A little
10c
10c

------ _.20e
----------10«

20e
Wc. the BocleUat Party of Canada affirm our alias 

lane* to, and support at the prtnclplee and programme 
•f Hie revolutionary working class.

Labor, applied to natural 
wealth.

m 16c
16c

R. Gooding, H. Holt, W. Hoare. Miss Antijuntti,
O. Hotter, K. Keith, C. Streeter. M Wilson. F. Har- 

" manfShirley Craig, J. C. Blair, W. C Priee, R. Cast- 
ner, Geo/Rossiter. J. D. Foster. G. M. Barrett, C.
MacDonald, H. N. Fisher. G. H. Powell. Y. R. Mi’dg-

ley, J. D. Mackay, J. C. Budge. A. C. Roga. Walter Quantity Rates on Paper Cove-ed Pamphlets.
Bell, John Marshall. Hv. H. Stuart. Mrs. G. Korlann, Two Essays on History __
J. A. Teit, E. Gillett, F. Cassidy. P. T. T.eekie Harry ConQmuniat Manifesto ....
GraDd- A1ex. Sheriffs. W. H. Camfield ’ ' PrS^Tonomlc^Sm :

Socialism, Utopian and Scientific 
Slave of the Farm

16cproduo* all
The present economic system ta baaed ttpoe 

capitalist ownership of the means of production, oonee- 
qoently, all the products of labor belong to the capital
ist elaae The capitalist Is. tfceraforfc,
worker a slave

8o long sa the capitalist class remains in possession 
of the reins of government all the powers of the State 
will be used to protect and defend its property rights Is 
the means of wealth production and Ms eontroi of the 
product of labor.

The capitalist system gives to the capitalist ss ever- 
swelling stream of profita, and to the worker, as ever- 
increasing measure of misery and degradation.

The Interest of the working 'class lies In setting Itself 

free from capitalist exploitation by the abolition of the 
wage system, unfigr which this exploitation, at the point 
ef production, is Cloaked. To accomplish this necessit
ates the transformation of capitalist property in the 
means of wealth production Into socially controlled 
orale forces.
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The Irrepressible conflict of Interest betwi 
Mallet end the worker neci

the
.rlly expresses itself as a 

This Is the CUsestruggle for political supremacy.
Struggle

Therefore we call upon all workers to organise under 
the banner of the Social 1st Party of Canada with the 
object of conquering the political powers for the pur- 

enforcing the économie

:0 :E
f All prices include Postage.

Make all moneys payable to E McLeod, P. 0. Box 
710, Vancouver, B. C. Add discount on cheques.

- All above literature can he obtained from P. L. 
Davidson, Box 2354, Winnipeg. Manitoba.

Above, Clarion subscriptions received from 28th 
April to 30th May, inclusive—total, $103.43.

pose of setting up and 
gramme of the working claae. as follows:

x 1—The transformation, as rapidly as possible,
of capitalist property is the 
wealth production ( natural res our see. fas tor- 
tori ee, mille, railroads eta) la to collective 
means of production.

*—The organisation and management of industry 
by the working class

-The establishment, as epeedlly as possible, of 
production for use Instead of production for

means of
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